Am I UP-TO-DATE with my MOC requirements, or do I have OVERDUE requirements?

Determining your MOC Status is simple. The blue My Profile box along the right margin of ABDerm.org displays your MOC Status as either "Up-to-date" or "Overdue". Your MOC Table outlines the specific tasks and whether they are overdue, complete or upcoming. Refer to the sample images below to determine how to confirm your status.

**UP-TO-DATE**

The My MOC Status in the blue profile box displays "Up-to-date".

The MOC Table tasks are displayed in either black (complete) or blue (upcoming).

**OVERDUE**

The My MOC Status in the blue profile box displays "Overdue".

The MOC Table contains tasks displayed in orange (overdue).

All MOC Requirements are due by December 31 of the indicated year.

The current year’s requirements appear in blue (upcoming) since they are not due until the end of the year.